
                                                                                                                          
 

Date: Sunday, July 23, 2017          

Vice President’s Report 

In my first night standing in for President David, although our numbers were low for a partner’s night, 

it was soon evident talking to our guest speaker Matthew Bowtell, that we were in for a very special 

evening and when he later gave his presentation, I think we were all held spellbound to hear and see 

what this young man, using his considerable skills and very little money has achieved to help the less 

fortunate in this country and overseas. 

I hope our modest donation to his charity expressed our gratitude and helps to purchase additional 

materials and equipment to develop his life changing work. 

We had apologies from President David and Marg George, Gavin Birch, Tony Mooney and Bob Fry.   

On Tuesday, August 8th we can expect a visit from some members of RC of Croydon as they have been 

asked to visit other clubs within D9810 during the week Monday 7 to Friday 11 August.  

Our incoming exchange student Neele Huebner from Bremen Germany will be arriving on Saturday July 

29 and I hope she will attend our club meeting soon after I commend next weeks’ meeting to everyone 

as we hear from recently returned RYLA participant Damon Moorfoot and  also CVGT Australia 

Integration Co-Ordinator Jen Weston.  

Please see the flyer for the Warrandyte Football Club who have been recipients of funds from our club, 

are hosting their annual President’s and Sponsor’s lunch, tickets are available for anyone wishing to 

attend.                                

Have a great week in Rotary.         

Vice President Rob  

IMPORTANT ALL MEMBERS: To see our program details & meeting roster go to 

http://www.warrandytedonvalerotary.org.au/bulletin.html 

http://www.warrandytedonvalerotary.org.au/bulletin.html


                                                                                                                          
 

         

                

 

Guest Speaker Notes:  

       MATTHEW BOWTELL  

 

 

Matthew works for Toyota as an engineer. He was born and bred on Phillip Island and when a teenager 

went to Japan on a Lions Club exchange program. He has studied Mechanatronics and Engineering. At 

a point in his successful engineering career he began to self- reflect and, being the altruistic person he 

is, he decided he wanted to give more of himself. He is creative and likes making things, so he stopped 

watching television and began to use his spare time more purposefully. He became very interested in 3 

D printing and making prosthetics for kids and people with missing limbs (mainly hands and fingers to 

start with). He studied anatomy and subjects which gave him a better understanding of the ergonomics 

of prosthetics. He realized that the traditional prostheses were expensive and not very functional as 

well as unappealing to children who struggled to use them or could not afford one in the first place. 

The prostheses are cheap to make and he was determined to be able to give them away to people who 

needed them.  

This led to him starting a crowd funding campaign as he was using his own money to fund the project. 

Go to this web site to find out more about the project. 

https://www.mycause.com.au/page/145265/free-3d-printed-hands-and-arms-for-people-in-need 

Matthew gets great joy from the reactions of people, especially children who receive his prostheses. At 

the design phase, he gets the kids involved by asking them to choose the colours they want and the 

style – ie superman is popular and makes the children who often lacked confidence, very popular with 

the other kids at school. It is really a life changer for them as the limbs are easy to use and extremely 

functional as well as funky and appealing.  

Please note that Partner’s Nights will be held on the third Tuesday of every month. 

Partners and friends are welcome to any meeting (please let Rob Edwards know in advance) but 

Program Director Steve is endeavoring to have special guest speakers to our Partner’s Nights, 

with universal appeal. 

https://www.mycause.com.au/page/145265/free-3d-printed-hands-and-arms-for-people-in-need


                                                                                                                          
 

Matthew has had really good feedback from Allied Health Professionals and others working in the field 

of prosthetics, who are impressed and tell him to continue.  Matthew is now venturing into making 

prosthetics for larger limbs. 

See below for photos from last Tuesday and of some of Matthew’s projects and please go to his web 

sites to read more about this remarkable young man who is making such a difference in people’s lives.  

 

 

Matthew receiving a cheque for $1000 from our club toward his project, from chair Laurie Prentice.  

 

 

 



                                                                                                                          
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                          
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 OP SHOP ROSTER JUNE TO AUGUST 2017 

Times are from 12 – 4 pm  

Sunday 30 July :  Frank Molinaro                 (Tunstall Market day)  

Sunday 6 Aug  :  Judy Hall    (Warrandyte Market weekend) 

Sunday 13 Aug  :   Bob Fry   

Sunday 20 Aug pm:   Kevin Hall  

Sunday 27 Aug  pm :   Vacant    (Tunstall Market Day) 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                          
 

       

  


